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THE TALENTED MR RIPLEY (1999)  
As conceived by author Patricia Highsmith, Tom Ripley is a deeply unsavory character - a psy-
chopath who uses his natural charm and malfunctioning moral compass as the gateway into
a lavish lifestyle built on lies, theft, and murder. Not the kind of role you’d expect to go to a
wholesome-looking fellow like Matt Damon, in other words - but that’s part of what made
Damon’s performance in Anthony Minghella’s The Talented Mr Ripley so profoundly disquiet-
ing. Capable of communicating bottomless need, desperate rage, and cold calculation in a
single scene, Damon proved his range was far greater than many may had suspected. 

THE OCEAN’S FRANCHISE
The occasional odd cameo aside, it’s generally safe to say Matt Damon is usually the biggest
star in any movie he makes - but the Ocean’s trilogy is a cheerful exception to that rule,
boasting an overstuffed cast full of film stars that includes George Clooney, Brad Pitt, Julia
Roberts, Elliott Gould, Don Cheadle, Catherine Zeta-Jones, Al Pacino, Carl Reiner, and Bernie
Mac... just to name more than a few. As Linus Caldwell, the master pickpocket in the team
of thieves assembled by the impossibly suave Danny Ocean (Clooney), Damon got the
chance to lend comic relief, perform some nifty cinematic thievery, and just generally make
it all look easy while sharing the load with the cast of a lifetime. 

THE BOURNE FRANCHISE
It seems laughable now, but before The Bourne Identity reached theaters, there were a lot of
people who didn’t think Matt Damon had what it took to be a convincing action hero. Those
doubts were quickly erased with director Doug Liman’s sleek, powerful adaptation of the
Robert Ludlum novel - a huge box office hit that was powered with equal parts explosive set
pieces and a solid central performance by its star. As it turned out, Damon had not only the
dramatic chops to realistically portray the fear and confusion of an amnesiac who slowly
begins to realize he’s a lethal assassin, but the physical presence to make audiences believe
he could kill a man with a pen - and launch a franchise that has had filmgoers lining up to fol-
low a global trail of high-speed car chases, conspiracy cover-ups, and hand-held cameras
shakily capturing some truly impressive hand-to-hand combat. 

THE DEPARTED (2006)  
Violent, bleak, and unbearably tense, The Departed earned director Martin Scorsese his long-
overdue Best Director Oscar - but before that, it delighted critics and filmgoers by using
Andrew Lau and Alan Mak’s Infernal Affairs as the launch-pad for an unflinching look at the
personal toll exacted by the mortal struggle between law enforcement and organized crime.
As dirty cop Colin Sullivan, Damon gives one of his subtlest and most heartbreaking per-
formances, portraying a man who knows he’s living one step away from prison - or worse -
and who you can’t help but feel for, even as he works to ferret out the identity of Mafia mole
and honest cop Billy Costigan (Leonardo DiCaprio). Though some critics compared The
Departed unfavorably to Infernal Affairs, most agreed with the Academy voters who named
it the year’s Best Picture.

THE INFORMANT! (2009) 
Life as an action hero seems like fun, but every actor wants the chance to demonstrate diversity, so after a few
years of beating people up as Jason Bourne, Damon grew a mustache and a paunch for Steven Soderbergh’s
The Informant!. The strange-but-true story of Mark Whitacre, who blew the whistle on price fixing at Archer
Daniels Midland and worked as a secret FBI informant while embezzling millions from the company (and experi-
encing an acute mental breakdown along the way), Informant! allowed Damon to indulge his inner delusional
schlub without losing sight of Whitacre’s essential humanity; instead of the cruel display it could have been, the
movie’s a sensitive - yet still absurdly funny - satire of modern capitalism. “As Soderbergh lovingly peels away
veil after veil of deception, the film develops into an unexpected human comedy,” observed Roger Ebert. “Not
that any of the characters are laughing.” - (www.rottentomatoes.com) 


